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Foreword by John Grundy
Architecture vs Agile: competition or
cooperation?

Until recently, conventional wisdom has held that software architecture design and

agile development methods are somehow “incompatible,” or at least they generally

work at cross-purposes [1]. Software architecture design has usually been seen by

many in the agile community as a prime example of the major agile anti-pattern

of “big design up front.” On the other hand, agile methods have been seen by many

of those focusing on the discipline of software architecture as lacking sufficient fore-

thought, rigor, and far too dependent on “emergent” architectures (a suitable one of

which may never actually emerge). In my view, there is both a degree of truth and a

substantial amount of falsehood in these somewhat extreme viewpoints. Hence, the

time seems ripe for a book exploring leading research and practice in an emerging

field of “agile software architecture,” and charting a path for incorporating the best of

both worlds in our engineering of complex software systems.

In this foreword, I briefly sketch the background of each approach and the anti-

agile, anti-software architecture viewpoints of both camps, as they seem to have

become known. I deliberately do this in a provocative and all-or-nothing way, mainly

to set the scene for the variety of very sensible, balanced approaches contained in this

book. I hope to seed in the reader’s mind both the traditional motivation of each

approach and how these viewpoints of two either-or, mutually exclusive approaches

to complex software systems engineering came about. I do hope that it is apparent

that I myself believe in the real benefits of both approaches and that they are certainly

in no way incompatible; agile software architecting—or architecting for agile, if you

prefer that viewpoint—is both a viable concept and arguably the way to approach the

current practice of software engineering.

SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE—THE “TRADITIONAL” VIEW
The concept of “software architecture”—both from a theoretical viewpoint as a

means of capturing key software system structural characteristics [2] and practical

techniques to develop and describe [3, 4]—emerged in the early to mid-1980s

in response to the growing complexity and diversity of software systems. Practi-

tioners and researchers knew implicitly that the concept of a “software architecture”

existed in all but the most trivial systems. Software architecture incorporated ele-

ments including, but not limited to, human machine interfaces, databases, servers,

networks, machines, a variety of element interconnections, many diverse element

properties, and a variety of further structural and behavioral subdivisions (thread
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management, proxies, synchronization, concurrency, real-time support, replication,

redundancy, security enforcement, etc.). Describing and reasoning about these ele-

ments of a system became increasingly important in order to engineer effective solu-

tions, with special purpose “architecture description languages” and a wide variety of

architecture modeling profiles for the Unified Modeling Language (UML). Software

architecting includes defining an architecture from various perspectives and levels of

abstraction, reasoning about the architecture’s various properties, ensuring the archi-

tecture is realizable by a suitable implementation which will meet system require-

ments, and evolving and integrating complex architectures.

A number of reusable “architecture patterns” [3] have emerged, some addressing

quite detailed concerns (e.g., concurrency management in complex systems), with

others addressing much larger-scale organizational concerns (e.g., multitier architec-

tures). This allowed a body of knowledge around software architecture to emerge,

allowing practitioners to leverage best-practice solutions for common problems

and researchers to study both the qualities of systems in use and to look for improve-

ments in software architectures and architecture engineering processes.

The position of “software architecting” in the software development lifecycle

was (and still is) somewhat more challenging to define. Architecture describes the

solution space of a system and therefore traditionally is thought of as an early part

of the design phase [3, 4]. Much work has gone into developing processes to support

architecting complex systems, modeling architectures, and refining and linking

architectural elements into detailed designs and implementations. Typically, one

would identify and capture requirements, both functional and nonfunctional, and

then attempt to define a software architecture that meets these requirements.

However, as all practitioners know, this is far easier said than done for many real-

world systems. Different architectural solutions themselves come with many

constraints—which requirements can be met and how they can be met, particularly

nonfunctional requirements, are important questions. Over-constrained requirements

may easily describe a system that has no suitable architectural realization. Many soft-

ware applications are in fact “systems of systems” with substantive parts of the appli-

cation already existent and incorporating complex, existent software architecture

that must be incorporated. In addition, architectural decisions heavily influence

requirements, and coevolution of requirements and architecture is becoming a com-

mon approach [5]. Hence, software architectural development as a top-down process

is under considerable question.

AGILE METHODS—THE “TRADITIONAL” VIEW
The focus in the 1980s and 90s on extensive up-front design of complex systems,

development of complex modeling tools and processes, and focus on large invest-

ment in architectural definition (among other software artifacts) were seen by many

to have some severe disadvantages [6]. Some of the major ones identified included
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over-investment in design and wasted investment in over-engineering solutions,

inability to incorporate poorly defined and/or rapidly changing requirements, inabil-

ity to change architectures and implementations if they proved unsuitable, and lack

of a human focus (both customer and practitioner) in development processes and

methods. In response, a variety of “agile methods” were developed and became

highly popular in the early to mid- 2000s. One of my favorites and one that I think

exemplifies the type is Kent Beck’s eXtreme Programming (XP) [7].

XP is one of many agile methods that attempt to address these problems all the

way from underlying philosophy to pragmatic deployed techniques. Teams comprise

both customers and software practitioners. Generalist roles are favored over special-

ization. Frequent iterations deliver usable software to customers, ensuring rapid

feedback and continuous value delivery. Requirements are sourced from focused

user stories, and a backlog and planning game prioritizes requirements, tolerating

rapid evolution and maximizing value of development effort. Test-driven develop-

ment ensures requirements are made tangible and precise via executable tests. In

each iteration, enough work is done to pass these tests but no more, avoiding

over-engineering. Supporting practices, including 40-hour weeks, pair program-

ming, and customer-on-site avoid developer burnout, support risk mitigation and

shared ownership, and facilitate human-centric knowledge transfer.

A number of agile approaches to the development of a “software architecture”

exist, though most treat architecture as an “emergent” characteristic of systems.

Rather than the harshly criticized “big design up front” architecting approaches of

other methodologies, spikes and refactoring are used to test potential solutions

and continuously refine architectural elements in a more bottom-up way. Architec-

tural spikes in particular give a mechanism for identifying architectural deficiencies

and experimenting with practical solutions. Refactoring, whether small-scale or

larger-scale, is incorporated into iterations to counter “bad smells,”—which include

architectural-related problems including performance, reliability, maintainability,

portability, and understandability. These are almost always tackled on a need-to

basis, rather than explicitly as an up-front, forward-looking investment (though they

of course may bring such advantages).

SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE—STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES
WITH REGARD TO AGILITY
Up-front software architecting of complex systems has a number of key advantages

[8]. Very complex systems typically have very complex architectures, many compo-

nents of which may be “fixed” as they come from third party systems incorporated

into the new whole. Understanding and validating a challenging set of requirements

may necessitate modeling and reasoning with a variety of architectural solutions,

many of which may be infeasible due to highly constrained requirements. Some

requirements may need to be traded off against others to even make the overall
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system feasible. It has been found in many situations to be much better to do this in

advance of a large code base and complex architectural solution to try and refactor

[8]. It is much easier to scope resourcing and costing of systems when a software

architecture that documents key components exists upfront. This includes costing

nonsoftware components (networks, hardware), as well as necessary third party soft-

ware licenses, configuration, and maintenance.

A major criticism of upfront architecting is the potential for over-engineering and

thus over-investment in capacity that may never be used. In fact, a similar criticism

could be leveled in that it all too often results in an under-scoped architecture and

thus under-investing in required infrastructure, one of the major drivers in the move

to elastic and pay-as-you-go cloud computing [9]. Another major criticism is

the inability to adapt to potentially large requirements changes as customers repri-

oritize their requirements as they gain experience with parts of the delivered system

[6]. Upfront design implies at least some broad requirements—functional and

nonfunctional—that are consistent across the project lifespan. The relationship

between requirements and software architecture has indeed become one of mutual

influence and evolution [5].

AGILE—STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES WITH REGARD
TO SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE
A big plus of agile methods is their inherent tolerance—and, in fact, encouragement—

of highly iterative, changeable requirements, focusing on delivering working, valuable

software for customers. Almost all impediments to requirements change are removed;

in fact, many agile project-planning methods explicitly encourage reconsideration of

requirements and priorities at each iteration review—the mostly widely known and

practiced being SCRUM [10]. Architectural characteristics of the system can be

explored using spikes and parts found wanting refactored appropriately. Minimizing

architectural changes by focusing on test-driven development—incorporating appro-

priate tests for performance, scaling, and reliability—goes a long way to avoiding

redundant, poorly fitting, and costly over-engineered solutions.

While every system has a software architecture, whether designed-in or emer-

gent, experience has shown that achieving a suitably complex software architecture

for large-scale systems is challenging with agile methods. The divide-and-conquer

approach used by most agile methods works reasonably well for small and some

medium-sized systems with simple architectures. It is much more problematic for

large-scale system architectures and for systems incorporating existent (and possibly

evolving!) software architectures [8]. Test-driven development can be very challeng-

ing when software really needs to exist in order to be able to define and formulate

appropriate tests for nonfunctional requirements. Spikes and refactoring support

small-system agile architecting but struggle to scale to large-scale or even

medium-scale architecture evolution. Some projects even find iteration sequences
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become one whole refactoring exercise after another, in order to try and massively

reengineer a system whose emergent architecture has become untenable.

BRINGING THE TWO TOGETHER—AGILE ARCHITECTING
OR ARCHITECTING FOR AGILE?
Is there a middle ground? Can agile techniques sensibly incorporate appropriate

levels of software architecture exploration, definition, and reasoning, before exten-

sive code bases using an inappropriate architecture are developed? Can software

architecture definition become more “agile,” deferring some or even most work until

requirements are clarified as develop unfolds? Do some systems best benefit from

some form of big design up front architecting but can then adopt more agile

approaches using this architecture? On the face of it, some of these seem counter-

intuitive and certainly go against the concepts of most agile methods and software

architecture design methods.

However, I think there is much to be gained by leveraging strengths from each

approach to mitigate the discovered weaknesses in the other. Incorporating software

architecture modeling, analysis, and validation in “architectural spikes” does not

seem at all unreasonable. This may include fleshing out user stories that help to sur-

face a variety of nonfunctional requirements. It may include developing a variety of

tests to validate that these requirements are met. If a system incorporates substantive

existing system architecture, exploring interaction with interfaces and whether the

composite systemmeets requirements by appropriate test-driven development seems

like eminently sensible early-phase, high-priority work. Incorporating software

architecture-related stories as priority measures in planning games and SCRUM-

based project management also seems compatible with both underlying conceptual

models and practical techniques. Emerging toolsets for architecture engineering, par-

ticularly focusing on analyzing nonfunctional properties, would seem to well support

and fit agile practices.

Incorporating agile principles into software architecting processes and tech-

niques also does not seem an impossible task, whether or not the rest of a project

uses agile methods. Iterative refinement of an architecture—including some form

of user stories surfacing architectural requirements, defining tests based on these

requirements, rapid prototyping to exercise these tests, and pair-based architecture

modeling and analysis—could all draw from the demonstrated advantages of agile

approaches. A similar discussion emerges when trying to identify how to leverage

design patterns and agile methods, user-centered design and agile methods, and

model-driven engineering and agile methods [1, 11, 12]. In each area, a number

of research and practice projects are exploring how the benefits of agile methods

might be brought to these more “traditional” approaches to software engineering,

and how agile approaches might incorporate well-known benefits of patterns, User

Centered Design (UCD), and Model Driven Engineering (MDE).
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LOOKING AHEAD
Incorporating at least some rigorous software architecting techniques and tools into

agile approaches appears—to me, at least—to be necessary for successfully engi-

neering many nontrivial systems. Systems made up of architectures from diverse

solutions with very stringent requirements, particularly challenging, nonfunctional

ones, really need careful look-before-you-leap solutions. This is particularly so

when parts of the new system or components under development may adversely

impact existing systems (e.g., introduce security holes, privacy breaches, or

adversely impact performance, reliability, or robustness). Applying a variety of agile

techniques—and the philosophy of agile—to software architecting also seems highly

worthwhile. Ultimately, the purpose of software development is to deliver high-

quality, on-time, and on-budget software to customers, allowing for some sensible

future enhancements. A blend of agile focus on delivery, human-centric support

for customers and developers, incorporating dynamic requirements, and—where

possible—avoiding over-documenting and over-engineering exercises, all seem to

be of benefit to software architecture practice.

This book goes a long way toward realizing these trends of agile architecting and

architecting for agile. Chapters include a focus on refactoring architectures, tailoring

SCRUM to support more agile architecture practices, supporting an approach of

continuous architecture analysis, and conducting architecture design within an agile

process. Complementary chapters include analysis of the emergent architecture con-

cept, driving agile practices by using architecture requirements and practices, and

mitigating architecture problems found in many conventional agile practices.

Three interesting works address other topical areas of software engineering: engi-

neering highly adaptive systems, cloud applications, and security engineering. Each

of these areas has received increasing attention from the research and practice com-

munities. In my view, all could benefit from the balanced application of software

architecture engineering and agile practices described in these chapters.

I do hope that you enjoy this book as much as I enjoyed reading over the contri-

butions. Happy agile software architecting!

John Grundy
Swinburne University of Technology,

Hawthorn, Victoria, Australia
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Foreword by Rick Kazman

Since their first appearance over a decade ago, the various flavors of agile methods

and processes have received increasing attention and adoption by the worldwide

software community. So it is natural that, with this increased attention, software

engineers are concerned about how agile methods fit with other engineering

practices.

New software processes do not just emerge out of thin air; they evolve in response

to a palpable need. In this case, the software development world was responding to a

need for projects to be more responsive to their stakeholders, to be quicker to develop

functionality that users care about, to show more and earlier progress in a project’s

lifecycle, and to be less burdened by documenting aspects of a project that would

inevitably change.

Is any of this inimical to the use of architecture? I believe that the answer to this

question is a clear “no.” In fact, the question for a software project is not “should I do

agile or architecture?” but rather questions such as “How much architecture should I

do up front versus how much should I defer until the project’s requirements have

solidified somewhat?”, “When and how should I refactor?”, “Howmuch of the archi-

tecture should I formally document, and when?”, and “Should I review my architec-

ture—and, if so, when?”. I believe that there are good answers to all of these

questions, and that agile methods and architecture are not just well-suited to live

together but in fact critical companions for many software projects.

We often think of the early software development methods that emerged in the

1970s—such as the waterfall method—as being plan-driven and inflexible. But this

inflexibility is not for nothing. Having a strong up-front plan provides for consider-

able predictability (as long as the requirements don’t change too much) and makes it

easier to coordinate large numbers of teams. Can you imagine a large construction or

aerospace project without heavy up-front planning?

Agile methods and practitioners, on the other hand, often scorn planning, instead

preferring teamwork, frequent face-to-face communication, flexibility, and adapta-

tion. This enhances invention and creativity. The next Pixar hit movie will not be

created by an up-front planning process—it is the result of a seemingly infinite num-

ber of tweaks and redos.

Agile processes were initially employed on small- to medium-sized projects with

short time frames and enjoyed considerable early success. In the early years, agile

processes were not often used for larger projects, particularly those employing dis-

tributed development. But these applications of agile methodologies are becoming

increasingly common. What are we to make of this evolution? Or, to put it another

way, is the agile mindset right for every project?

In my opinion, successful projects clearly need a successful blend of the two

approaches. For the vast majority of nontrivial projects this is not and never should

be an either/or choice. Too much up-front planning and commitment can stifle cre-

ativity and the ability to adapt to changing requirements. Too much agility can be
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chaos. No one would want to fly in an aircraft with flight control software that had

not been rigorously planned and thoroughly analyzed. Similarly, no one would want

to spend 18 months planning an e-commerce web site for their latest cell phone

model, or video game, or women’s shoe style (all of which are guaranteed to be badly

out of fashion in 18 months).

There are two activities that can add time to the project schedule: (1) Up-front

design work on the architecture and up-front risk identification, planning, and res-

olution work, and (2) Rework due to fixing defects and addressing modification

requests. Intuitively, these two activities trade off against each other.

What we all want is the sweet spot—what George Fairbanks calls “just enough

architecture.” This is not just a matter of doing the right amount of architecture work,

but also doing it at the right time. Agile projects tend to want to evolve the architec-

ture, as needed, in real time, whereas large software projects have traditionally

favored considerable up-front analysis and planning.

And it doesn’t stop at the architecture. Surely we also want “just enough” archi-

tecture documentation. So, when creating documentation, we must not simply doc-

ument for the purpose of documentation. We must write with the reader in mind: If

the reader doesn’t need it, don’t write it. But always remember that the reader may be

a maintainer or other newcomer not yet on the project!

What about architecture evaluation? Does this belong in an agile project?

I think so. Meeting stakeholders’ important concerns is a cornerstone of agile philos-

ophies. An architecture evaluation is a way of increasing the probability that this

will actually occur. And an architecture evaluation need not be “heavyweight.” These

can be easily scaled down and made an organic part of development—no different

than testing or code walkthroughs—that support the goals of an agile project.

So what should an architect do when creating the architecture for a large-scale

agile project? Here are my thoughts:

• If you are building a large, complex system with relatively stable and well-

understood requirements and/or distributed development, doing a large amount

of architecture work up-front will likely pay off. On larger projects with unstable

requirements, start by quickly designing a candidate architecture even if it leaves

out many details.

• Be prepared to change and elaborate this architecture as circumstances dictate, as

you perform your spikes and experiments, and as functional and quality attribute

requirements emerge and solidify.

• On smaller projects with uncertain requirements, at least try to get agreement on

the major patterns to be employed. Don’t spend too much time on architecture

design, documentation, or analysis up front.

Rick Kazman
University of Hawaii and SEI/CMU,

Honolulu, Hawaii, USA
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Preface

Today’s software-driven businesses feel increasing pressure to respond ever more

quickly to their customer and broader stakeholder needs. Not only is the drive for

increased business flexibility resulting in new kinds of products being brought to

market, it’s also accelerating evolution of existing solutions and services. Handling

such rapid-paced change is a critical factor in enterprise software delivery, driven by

market fluctuations, new technologies, announcements of competitive offerings,

enactment of new laws, and more. But change cannot mean chaos. In software-driven

businesses, all activities—and change activities in particular—must be governed by

a plethora of formal and informal procedures, practices, processes, and regulations.

These governance mechanisms provide an essential function in managing and con-

trolling how software is delivered into production.

Traditionally, the pressure on enterprise software delivery organizations has been

to balance their delivery capabilities across four key dimensions:

• Productivity of individuals and teams, typically measured in terms of lines of

code or function points delivered over unit time.

• Time-to-market for projects to complete and deliver a meaningful result to the

business. This can be measured in average time for project completion, project

over-runs, or turnaround time from request for a new capability to its delivery in a

product.

• Process maturity in the consistency, uniformity and standardization of practices.

Measurements can be based on adherence to common process norms or on

maturity approaches, such as capability maturity model levels.

• Quality in shipped code, errors handled, and turnaround of requests. Measures are

typically combinations of defect density rates and errors fixed per unit time.

However, with the increasing pressure to respond more quickly, finding an appro-

priate balance across these enterprise software delivery success factors is increas-

ingly difficult. For example, efforts to enhance productivity by introducing large

off-shore teams have frequently resulted in a negative impact on the quality of deliv-

ered solutions. Likewise, increasing process maturity by introducing common pro-

cess governance practices has typically extended time-to-market and reduced

flexibility.

These challenges are moving organizations toward rapidly embracing agile soft-

ware delivery techniques. Since the publication of the Manifesto for Agile Software
Development over a decade ago, there has been widespread adoption of techniques

that embody the key tenets of the “agile manifesto” to the point that a number of

surveys offer evidence that agile practices are the dominant approaches in many

of today’s software delivery organizations. However, these approaches are not with-

out their critics. Notably, agile delivery of software faces increasing pressure as the

context for software delivery moves from smaller colocated teams toward larger
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team structures involving a complex software supply chain of organizations in mul-

tiple locations. In these situations, the lighter-weight practices encouraged by agile

software delivery approaches come face-to-face with the more extensive control

structures inherent in any large-scale software delivery effort. How can flexibility

and speed of delivery be maintained when organizational inertia and complex team

dynamics threaten to overwhelm the essential nature of an agile approach?

For many people, the focus of this question revolves around the central theme of

software and systems architecture. It is this architectural aspect that provides coher-

ence to the delivered system. An architectural style guides the system’s organization,

the selection of key elements and their interfaces, and the system’s behavior through

collaboration among those elements. A software architecture encompasses the sig-

nificant decisions about the organization of the software system, the selection of

structural elements and interfaces by which the system is composed, and determines

their behavior through collaboration among these elements and their composition

into progressively larger subsystems. Hence, the software architecture provides

the skeleton of a system around which all other aspects of a system revolve. Conse-

quently, decisions concerning a system’s software architecture play a critical role in

enhancing or inhibiting its overall flexibility, determine the ease by which certain

changes to the system can be made, and guide many organizational aspects of

how a system is developed and delivered.

Over the past decade, many different opinions and viewpoints have been

expressed on the term “agile software architecture.” However, no clear consensus

has yet emerged. Fundamental questions remain open to debate: how much effort

is devoted to architecture-specific tasks in an agile project, is the architecture of

an agile software system designed up front or does it emerge as a consequence of

ongoing development activities, who participates in architectural design activities,

are specific architectural styles more appropriate to agile software delivery methods,

how are architecturally-significant changes to a system handled appropriately in

agile software delivery methods, and so on.

This book provides a collection of perspectives that represent one of the first

detailed discussions on the theme of agile software architecture. Through these view-

points, we gain significant insight into the challenges of agile software architecture

from experienced software architects, distinguished academics, and leading industry

commentators.

The book is organized into four major sections.

• Part I: Fundamentals of Agile Architecting explores several of the most basic

issues surrounding the task of agile software delivery and the role of architectural

design and decision-making.

• Part II: Managing Software Architecture in Agile Projects considers how core

architectural ideas impact other areas of software delivery, such as knowledge

management and continuous system delivery.

• Part III: Agile Architecting in Specific Domains offers deeper insight into how

agile software architecture issues affect specific solution domains.
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• Part IV: Industrial Viewpoints on Agile Architecting takes a practical delivery

perspective on agile software delivery to provide insights from software

engineers and the lessons learned from the systems they have been responsible for

delivering.

As we summarize below, each of the chapters of this book provides you with

interesting and important insights into a key aspect of agile software architecture.

However, more importantly, the comprehensive nature of this book provides us with

the opportunity to take stock of how the emergence of agile software delivery prac-

tices change our understanding of the critical task of architecting enterprise-scale

software systems.

PART I: FUNDAMENTALS OF AGILE ARCHITECTING
Over the past few years, an increasingly large number of researchers and practi-

tioners have been emphasizing the need to integrate agile and software

architecture-centric approaches to enable software development professionals to

benefit from the potential advantages of using agile approaches without ignoring

the important role of architecture-related issues in software development

projects—a trend that can be called “agile architecting.” This section includes four

chapters that are aimed at emphasizing the importance of integrating agile and archi-

tectural approaches, as well as providing a set of practices and principles that can be

leveraged to support agile architecting. As such, the key objectives of the chapters

included in this section are the following:

• To provide a good understanding of the role and importance of software

architecture within software development teams using agile approaches, and

• To describe and illustrate a few practices for supporting agile architecting in

large-scale industrial software development.

In Chapter 2, Coplien and Reenskaug provide a detailed comparison of the evo-

lution of thinking about architecture in the building construction and the software

worlds. Such comparison is important and relevant for gaining an understanding

of the importance and role of integrating architecture-focused and agile approaches

due to similarities in constructing buildings and software in areas such as design pat-

terns. The authors argue that most of the progress in architectural thinking in both

fields is the result of learning in the field of design and in collective human endeavor.

They present and discuss a paradigm called DCI (data, context, and interaction) that

places the human experiences of design and use of programs equally at center stage.

According to the authors, DCI follows a vision of having computers and people

mutually supportive in Christopher Alexander’s sense of great design. They explain

different aspects of the DCI, its philosophical basis, and practical relevance to soft-

ware and systems delivery.
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In Chapter 3, Stal emphasizes the importance of systematic refactoring of soft-

ware architecture to prevent architectural erosion. The author argues that like any

other changes in a software intensive system, architectural modifications are also

quite common. According to the author, a systematic architectural refactoring

enables a software architect to prevent architectural erosion by evaluating the exist-

ing software design before adding new artifacts or changing existing ones. That

means software architects proactively identify architectural problems and immedi-

ately resolve them to ensure architectural sustainability. The author has presented

an agile architectural refactoring approach that consists of problem identification,

application of appropriate refactoring techniques, and testing of the resulting archi-

tecture. According to the author, the architecture refactoring is often combined with

code refactoring activities for the best value-add. Additionally, the refactoring pat-

terns can offer a toolset to software engineers.

In Chapter 4, Cleland-Huang, Czauderna, and Mirakhorli present an approach

aimed at addressing the challenges associated with eliciting and analyzing Architec-

turally Significant Requirements (ASRs) during the early phases of a project. Com-

pared with existing heavy-weight approaches (e.g., win-win and i*) to elicit and

analyze ASRs, they present a lightweight approach based on the use of personas

of different stakeholders of a system. They introduce the notion of architecturally-

savvy persona (ASP) for eliciting and analysing stakeholders’ quality concerns

and to drive and validate the architectural design. The authors present several per-

sonas from different domains and explain how personas can be used for discovering,

analyzing, and managing architecturally significant requirements, and designing and

evaluating architectural solutions. Through illustrated examples, the authors also

show how ASPs can be used to discover quality attributes, steer architectural design,

and support traceability.

In Chapter 5, van der Ven and Bosch address the important topic of improving the

architecture design decisions-making process when using agile development

methods. The authors present a framework of three axes that can be used to project

the architectural decision process, which they evaluate in five industrial case studies.

The findings from the case studies provide evidence to support the utility and use-

fulness of the presented Triple-A Framework for helping locate the places where the

architecture process can be improved as the agility of a project changes.

PART II: MANAGING SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE IN AGILE
PROJECTS
Traditionally, various kinds of activities have been associated with the software

development process and seen as important areas of software engineering. These

activities include the main phases of a waterfall process, such as requirements anal-

ysis, design, coding, testing, integration, deployment, and maintenance. In addition,

there are more focused subactivities that either crosscut these main phases or are part
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of them. An example of the former is variability handling; an example of the latter is

software architecture analysis.

The need for all these activities has been recognized during several decades of

industrial software development, and there is no reason to doubt their rationale.

Whatever the process model is, the concerns that are behind these activities must

somehow be taken care of. The agile movement does not say that these concerns

are groundless, but rather that the activities are not sequential in nature, and that

for the most part these concerns can be satisfied without heavy management, relying

more on the capabilities of teams and individuals. In particular, we believe that the

agile movement is nowmature enough to more explicitly consider how various kinds

of focused subactivities can be manifested in an agile setting, without deviating from

the agile path. The chapters in this part argue that by doing this, it is possible to

strengthen agile projects from the viewpoint of a particular concern that can other-

wise be easily overlooked.

A particularly interesting crosscutting concern is variability—that is, the ability

of a software system to be adapted for a specific context. This is a central quality

property of almost any software system, essential not only for maintenance and reuse

but also for development time flexibility. The most systematic approaches for han-

dling variability have been developed in the context of product lines. On the other

hand, the core of agility is to embrace change. In a way, both product lines and agile

methods strive for malleable software: the former tries to plan and specify the

required variability beforehand and build variation points to support it, while the lat-

ter emphasizes practices that allow responding to changing requirements during

development. Obviously, agile methods benefit from software solutions that support

flexible changes in the system, and on the other hand the heavy-weightiness of tra-

ditional product-line engineering could be relieved by agile approaches.

In Chapter 6, Galster and Avgeriou discuss the challenges and benefits of com-

bining variability handling and agility, and propose an approach for agile-inspired

variability handling. In contrast to pure agile, their approach involves certain upfront

planning, namely the identification and expression of the desired variability—the so-

called variability profile—and an initial sketch of the software architecture with var-

iation points. Initial variability profiles and architectural sketches with variation

points can be regarded as the minimal amount of planning required for lightweight

variability handling during the development process. These artifacts are revised iter-

atively in the process when new variability requirements emerge. The approach is

demonstrated using a realistic running example.

Another concern which is generally overlooked in agile contexts is ensuring the

quality of software architecture. Software architecture is typically not identified as a

first-class artifact with explicit presentation in agile approaches. Accordingly, a cen-

tral concern in agile is not the quality of software architecture, but rather the overall

quality of the produced system as experienced by the customer. Still, architectural

analysis offers obvious benefits independently of the process paradigm. Software

architecture is a first expression of the system to be produced, and in principle it

allows the identification of problems and risks before spending resources to
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implement something that is not admissible. Unfortunately, most of the architectural

analysis techniques have been developed with a traditional waterfall mindset, assum-

ing comprehensive architectural descriptions and the availability of considerable

time and resources. Furthermore, architectural analysis has been traditionally

regarded as a one-shot activity, carried out when the architecture has been designed.

This has made it hard to integrate architectural analysis as a part of agile

development.

In Chapter 7, Buchgeher and Weinreich point out that in agile approaches, soft-

ware architecture is incomplete and continuously evolving. Thus, any architecture

analysis method applied in the agile context should be incremental, allowing contin-

uous analysis activity that can be carried out with reasonable resources and time. An

obvious approach for less resource-demanding architecture analysis is automation: if

a substantial part of the work can be automated with a simple tool, the analysis can be

performed in agile development without unreasonable deviation from the agile prin-

ciples. This could be compared to tool-assisted testing of the implementation. On the

other hand, the scope of automated architecture analysis is necessarily limited: this is

a tradeoff between coverage and efficiency.

Buchgeher andWeinreich discuss the benefits and problems of different architec-

ture analysis approaches in agile software development, and conclude that a potential

technique in this context would be so-called dependency analysis. This is an analysis

technique which aims to extract static dependencies from the source code and com-

pare the actually implemented architecture with the intended one, using the depen-

dencies as an indication of architecture-level relationships. They further present a

tool-assisted approach, LISA (Language for Integrated Software Architecture), to

support this kind of continuous architecture analysis in an agile project context. This

approach has been studied in several projects, including a sizable industrial one.

Another general crosscutting concern of software development is the manage-

ment of various kinds of knowledge produced and consumed during the development

process. Regarding software architecture, the term architecture knowledge manage-

ment (AKM) has been coined to refer to all the activities related to the creation, man-

aging, and using representations of software architecture and its rationale.

Traditionally, these kinds of activities are downplayed in agile development in favor

of face-to-face communication. However, there can be many reasons that make more

systematic approaches to AKM necessary in real life, regardless of the process par-

adigm. For example, in large multisite projects architectural knowledge needs to be

transferred between hundreds of stakeholders and globally distributed sites, and for

systems with a lifespan of decades, the architectural knowledge has to be transferred

over many generations of architects.

In Chapter 8, Eloranta and Koskimies suggest that it would be possible to achieve

a lightweight approach to AKM suitable for agile development by combining the use

of an architectural knowledge repository with a decision-based architecture evalua-

tion technique. This kind of evaluation technique analyzes the architecture decision

by decision, in a bottom-up manner, rather than taking a top-down, holistic view of

the architecture. Thus, decisions can be analyzed as soon as they are made in agile
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development, without a need for an offline, heavyweight architectural evaluation.

Since a decision-based analysis makes the architectural decisions and their rationale

explicit, a significant portion of architectural knowledge emerges and can be

recorded in a repository as a side effect of the analysis. Using existing techniques

for generating specialized documents from the repository, an agile project can be

augmented with virtually effortless architectural documentation services. The

authors further study in detail how the proposed approach could be applied in the

context of the observed architectural practices in industry.

The core activity related to software architecture is of course the actual design of

the architecture. Many agile approaches are deliberately vague about this activity.

Early agilists even argued that architecture need not be explicitly designed, but just

emerges during the development. While this might be true in some cases, today it is

generally understood that software architecture and its design play a significant role

in agile development—especially in large-scale projects. However, the incremental

and iterative nature of agile development poses a major challenge for software archi-

tecture design: how to build software architecture in a systematic manner piecewise,

in parallel with the implementation.

In Chapter 9, Pérez, Diaz, Garbajosa, and Yagüe address this question by intro-

ducing the concept of a working architecture. This is an architecture that evolves

together with the implemented product. A central element of a working architecture

is a malleable, incomplete, so-called plastic partial component. A new working

architecture can be expressed in each agile iteration cycle using such components.

Eventually, the components become complete, constituting the final architecture

associated with the delivered product. The approach supports changes in the require-

ments by maintaining traceability links between features and their realization in the

working architecture. Given a change in the features, the involved parts of the work-

ing architecture can be automatically detected using such links. The proposed tech-

niques are integrated with Scrum, and tried out in a large case study project.

PART III: AGILE ARCHITECTING IN SPECIFIC DOMAINS
Agile architecting in specific domains share many commonalities and many of their

concerns overlap, but they also have marked differences in focus and approach. Each

solves problems for different stakeholders, uses different technologies, and employs

different practices. The specialization on their respective solutions has made it dif-

ficult to transfer methods and knowledge across a broad range of topics. One way to

align these topics is to shift the focus from solution to problem domains. As the sys-

tem evolves, verifying its security posture is indispensable for building deployable

software systems. Traditional security testing lacks flexibility in (1) providing early

feedback to the architect on the resilience of the software to predict security threats so

that changes are made before the system is built, (2) responding to changes in

user and behavior requirements that could impact the security of software, and (3)

offering real design fixes that do not merely hide the symptoms of the problem
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(e.g., patching). There is a need for an architecture-level test for security grounded

on incremental and continuous refinements to support agile principles.

Part III contains two chapters looking at agile architecting in specific domains.

The chapters in this section present practical approaches and cases. Chapter 10

focuses on architecture-centric testing for security from an agile perspective and

Chapter 11 describes supporting agile software development and deployment in

the cloud using a multitenancy multitarget architecture (MT2A).

In Chapter 10, Al-Azzani, Bahsoon, and Natour suggest using architecture as an

artifact for initiating the testing process for security, through subsequent and iterative

refinements. They extend the use of implied scenario detection technique to reveal

undesirable behavior caused by ambiguities in users’ requirements and to analyze its

security implications. The approach demonstrates how architecture-centric evalua-

tion and analysis can assist in developing secure agile systems. They apply the

approach to a case study to evaluate the security of identity management architec-

tures. They reflect on the effectiveness of the approach in detecting vulnerable

behaviors, and the cost-effectiveness in refining the architecture before vulnerabil-

ities are built into the system.

Chapter 11 emphasizes the need for a systematic approach for supporting agile

software development and deployment in the cloud. Rico, Noguera, Garrido,

Benghazi, and Chung propose a MT2A for managing the cloud adoption process.

Multitenancy (MT) architectures (MTAs) allow for multiple customers (i.e., tenants)

to be consolidated into the same operational system, reducing the overhead via amor-

tization over multiple customers. Lately, MTAs are drawing increasing attention,

since MT is regarded as an essential attribute of cloud computing. For MTAs to

be adopted in practice, however, agility becomes critical; there should be a fast

change to the system so as to accommodate potential tenants in as short a period

of time as possible. In this chapter, they introduce a MT2A. MT2As are an evolution

to traditional MTAs that reduce the various overhead by providing multiple services

instead of a single service. In MT2As, there are new components added to its corre-

sponding MTAs for managing the (now possibly) multiservice. MT2As enhance the

agility of MTAs, not only in deployment but also in development, by enabling the

reuse of common components of the architecture. In this chapter, they also present an

implementation of the architecture through an MT2 system called Globalgest.

PART IV: INDUSTRIAL VIEWPOINTS ON AGILE ARCHITECTING
For many people involved in creating, maintaining, or evolving software-intensive

systems, the reality of any approach is the extent to which it helps with the day-to-day

challenges of building complex software efficiently to support the business’s needs.

Hence, any discussion on agile software architecture would be incomplete without

considering the practical realities that face software engineers when they deliver new

capabilities into production. Here, the drive for speed and adaptability offered by an

agile approach must be aligned with the broader project delivery needs to supply the
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capabilities required by the stakeholders to a deadline and at a cost that makes busi-

ness sense to the managing organizations. This equation is yet more difficult to

resolve where such projects are large in scale, take place over many months or years,

and involve hundreds of people from perhaps dozens of different organizations.

Part IV contains four chapters that explore some of the practical considerations in

agile software architecture from the viewpoint of practicing software architects.

Chapter 12 considers the challenges facing agile software development practices

in the context of large-scale complex systems delivery situations. Hopkins and

Harcombe explore what happens when rapid delivery cycles and flexible

decision-making come up against large-scale systems engineering concerns typical

of enterprise solutions—hundreds of people, long project lifetimes, extensive

requirements planning, and a constant ebb and flow of changing priorities. A partic-

ular interest of this chapter is efficiency in large-scale software delivery, and the need

to manage distributed teams in the most effective manner possible. Through a series

of examples, Hopkins and Harcombe discuss critical success factors for agile soft-

ware delivery, and the critical role that architectural planning and design can play in

ensuring that as the project scale increases, the value of an agile approach is ampli-

fied rather than being overwhelmed.

In Chapter 13, Eeles considers the importance of supporting evolution and

change to a software-intensive system, and the practical implications of creating a

“change-ready” system. From his perspective, a focus on how a system changes

throughout its lifetime shapes the critical choices an architect makes during design

and construction of that system. Important elements of this viewpoint are highlighted

by tracing the history of software development practices from waterfall phases

through iterative design to agile techniques. A particular focus of the chapter is

the innovation that is essential in both the delivered system, and in the environment

of tools and practices that produces that system. Based on his work on several indus-

trial projects, Eeles makes a series of important observations to guide architects in

delivering solutions that are more adaptable to changing needs.

In Chapter 14, Friedrichsen addresses a question central to many discussions sur-

rounding agile approaches to architecting software: In agile projects, is the architec-

ture of the system designed up-front, or does it emerge over time as the result of the

agile software development process? For Friedrichsen, the idea of emergent archi-

tecture is the result of constant refactoring of a system based on a well-defined

set of architectural principles. The chapter considers the importance of such an emer-

gent style of architecture, its key properties, and the kinds of situations in which this

emergent approach has particular value. One of the main conclusions is that, in prac-

tice, a hybrid form combining both explicit and emergent architectural techniques is

feasible and useful.

Finally, Chapter 15 describes the journey toward more agile software develop-

ment practices that took place in one IT team as it took on the task of evolving a

complex software platform at a large insurance company in the United Kingdom.

Isotta-Riches and Randell discuss their motivations for adopting a more agile soft-

ware development approach, and the challenges they faced making the changes they
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needed to their practices, processes, and skills. The importance of focusing on new

architectural thinking in the teams was soon considered to be central to this

journey, and the chapter highlights how this need surfaced, what they did to explore

its implications, and how they dealt with the challenges raised. As often occurs in

practice, the result was a compromise between the purity of an agile approach as

found in textbooks, and the need to address the practical business reality driving

the project’s timeframe, capabilities, and costs. The chapter offers sobering lessons

for all those involved with creating not only elegant solutions to problems, but

also systems that pay their way.

Muhammad Ali Babar

Alan W. Brown
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